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ABSTRACT

A laboratory study of ice crystal growth characteristics at temperatures between �20� and �70�C has been
performed at ice supersaturations and pressures comparable with those in the atmosphere using a horizontal
static diffusion chamber. Maximum dimension, projected area, and volume growth rates, in addition to habit
frequency, have been measured for individual habit types as functions of temperature, ice supersaturation, and
air pressure. It was found that from �20� to �40�C and at ice supersaturations in excess of 2%, the most
frequent habits observed were platelike polycrystals and plates, the complexity of forms increasing with in-
creasing supersaturation. Columns appear with low frequency in this temperature range for all supersaturations.
At low ice supersaturation (1%–2%), the habit consists of thick plates, compact polycrystals, and occasional
short columns and is the region with the highest frequency of pristine crystals capable of producing halos.

Just colder than �40�C, there is a marked shift to columnar behavior except at low to moderate ice super-
saturation (�10%) where the habit is essentially the same as at warmer temperatures with a small increase in
the frequency of short columns. At moderate ice supersaturation (10%–25%), long solid columns and polycrystals
with columnar and platelike components are observed. Above approximately 25% ice supersaturation, bullet
rosettes, long columns, and column-containing polycrystals are observed, the frequency of bullet rosettes and
columns increasing with increasing ice supersaturation. At �60�C and colder, needle forms appear along with
columnar forms.

These characteristics are portrayed in a habit diagram as a function of temperature and ice supersaturation
and are essentially in agreement with the vast majority of atmospheric in situ observations at these temperatures,
both of which depart from the previous habit diagrams at temperatures colder than �20�C compiled by Kobayashi,
Magono and Lee, and Hallett and Mason.

Habit growth rates and habit frequencies have been measured at 10� temperature increments. Exponential fits
of these results yield functions that can be used to estimate growth rates and habit distributions at intermediate
temperatures for ice supersaturations as low as 1% up to the maximum values, which might be encountered in
the atmosphere due to ventilation effects, approximately up to 50% above water saturation between �25� and
�40�C and extrapolated water saturation colder than �40�C. Within each habit and under identical growth
conditions, observed extremes in growth rates for individual crystals in comparison with average values show
variances of �50%, reflecting a variance in aspect ratio that suggests a critical role of crystalline defects in
growth characteristics. These results indicate an even more complex behavior of ice crystal habit than that
observed between 0� and �20�C, a behavior that depends not only on temperature and ice supersaturation, but
also on vapor diffusivity, related to air pressure, and the initial nucleation process.

1. Introduction
At temperatures colder than �20�C, glaciated clouds

in the middle and upper troposphere play a critical role
in the earth’s radiation budget (Mason 2002). Detailed
knowledge of ice crystal habit, size, and mass distri-
bution are required for accurate cloud parameterization
in global climate models and for the interpretation of
remote sensing measurements. In situ aircraft obser-
vations of ice crystals have provided a useful but limited
view of the relation between habit, temperature, and ice
supersaturation in the atmosphere. Temperature and rel-
ative humidity measurements performed during crystal
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collection are at times representative of where the crys-
tals are located following sedimentation rather than
where they are grown, leading to a skewed view of the
correlation between temperature and habit. The picture
is further complicated by situations involving the mod-
ification or mixing of crystal habits due to vertical mo-
tions and turbulence. Additional ambiguities arise from
the measurement of ice supersaturation, especially cold-
er than �40�C because of the long time constant of frost
point hygrometers in relation to aircraft speed and the
scale of horizontal and vertical inhomogeneities in
clouds. The purpose of the present experiment is to grow
crystals under controlled conditions and thus explore
the forms and growth rates which may occur in the
atmosphere at low temperatures from �20� to �70�C,
overlapping with laboratory studies at higher tempera-
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tures. These observations and measurements should en-
able growth conditions to be inferred from the observed
habit and size distributions in the atmosphere.

A number of habit diagrams describing ice crystals
can be found in the literature that stem mainly from
early laboratory growth experiments at temperatures
warmer than �30�C performed by Nakaya (1954), Ko-
bayashi (1957), and Hallett and Mason (1958). These
studies used both convective cloud chambers and non-
convective diffusion chambers where crystals were
grown on rabbit fur or filaments of plastic or glass,
sometimes with the addition of silver iodide smoke par-
ticles to stimulate nucleation. These initial experiments
revealed the well-known habit transitions that occur be-
tween 0� and �18�C (plates to columns to plates) that
exhibit a primary dependence on temperature and sec-
ondary dependence on ice supersaturation. Subsequent
laboratory growth experiments employing a number of
different nucleation methods were performed over the
following 40 yr or so, reviews of which can be found
in Rottner and Vali (1974), Kumai (1982), and Prup-
pacher and Klett (1997). While nearly all these exper-
iments confirmed the basic habits of ice crystals between
0� and �20�C, they showed considerable differences at
lower temperatures, often in disagreement with both the
initial experiments and atmospheric in situ observations.

In a recent study (Bailey and Hallett 2002), crystals
were nucleated and grown at temperatures between
�18� and �42�C at air pressures commensurate with
the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976 (hereafter Standard
Atmosphere). Crystals were grown on clean glass fil-
aments and compared with growth on identical filaments
coated with particles of kaolinite and silver iodide. The
habit observations from that study when compared with
previous experiments revealed that many of the earlier
results were heavily influenced by the nucleation meth-
od, crystal concentration and supersaturation control (or
lack of ), and air pressure, which affected vapor diffu-
sivity. A summary follows.

1) Tall diffusion chambers can be convectively unstable
at high supersaturation, which alters the temperature
and calculated vapor gradients. Temperature gradi-
ents at the walls of diffusion chambers are critical
to control of supersaturation (Tomlinson and Fukuta
1979). Chambers should be ‘‘short’’ with large
width-to-height ratios (width/height � 7) in order to
avoid these problems (Elliott 1971) as first used by
Hallett and Mason (1958).

2) High crystal concentrations in nebulized cloud ex-
periments resulted in ice supersaturation values well
below those assumed, cutting off growth shortly fol-
lowing nucleation and resulting in low supersatu-
ration habit forms.

3) Growth at very low air pressures (much lower than
those of cirrus clouds) favor the formation of com-
pact pristine crystals.

4) Glass and kaolinite, compositionally similar to each

other and to most naturally occurring ice nuclei, pro-
duce similar habits that are essentially in agreement
with atmospheric in situ observations at Standard
Atmosphere pressures. The habit is predominantly
platelike and polycrystalline between �20� and
�40�C.

5) The use of silver or lead iodide for nucleation, either
as smoke or for epitaxial growth, biases the habit in
favor of columns and both thin and thick plates
(‘‘prisms’’) when other habit forms would normally
appear. Silver and lead iodide, which have crystal-
lographic orientations similar to regular hexagonal
ice, should be avoided if the goal is to reproduce
habits representative of the atmosphere.

6) Use of the term prism, a somewhat ambiguous term
rejected by Magono and Lee (1966) when construct-
ing their habit designation scheme, has resulted in
confusion when comparing habit results, thick plate
prisms being confused with short column prisms and
leading to the designation of the habit at tempera-
tures just colder than �20�C as ‘‘columnar’’ or con-
sisting of prisms. In Hobbs (1974), a photograph of
a very thick plate grown by Kobayashi is referred
to as a ‘‘column.’’ Schaefer (1949) describes habit
transitions from �8� to �15�C as proceeding from
hexagonal prisms to thick plates to dendrites; how-
ever Kobayashi (1961), Kumai (1982), and others,
using different methods of nucleation, have found
the habit between �8� and �12�C to consist of a
mix of short columns, equiaxed crystals, thick plates,
and nonhexagonal shapes. Since both thin and thick
plates and columns with smooth faces can refract
light, the lumped description of prisms does not
clearly designate the habit as platelike or columnar.

One factor not discussed there is the effect of rabbit
hair as a substrate. The cuticle or surface layer of rabbit
hair consists of the scleroprotein, keratin, which is high-
ly insoluble in water and takes the form of tiny scalelike
structures with sharp edges and flat planar surfaces that
may act as miniepitaxial growth surfaces, generally re-
quiring water saturation for nucleation (Kobayashi
1961). It is interesting to note that Rottner and Vali
(1974) grew crystals on human hair in a diffusion cham-
ber at temperatures down to �23�C with platelike results
very similar to those obtained in the present study at
this temperature. Microscopically, human hair has a rel-
atively smooth cuticle in comparison with rabbit hair.

A number of attempts have been made to model ice
crystal growth between 0� and �20�C (Kumai 1982;
Takahashi et al. 1991; Chen and Lamb 1994; Nelson
and Knight 1998; Fukuta and Takahashi 1999; Wood et
al. 2001) based on the assumption that the habit is quasi-
cyclical or oscillates from plates (0� to �4�C), to col-
umns (�4� to �8�C), to plates again (�8� to �20�C),
and finally back to columns just colder than �20�C
(approximate temperature ranges given). However, a re-
view of atmospheric in situ and laboratory observations
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not skewed by silver iodide between �20� and �40�C
(Bailey and Hallett 2002) reveals that the crystal habit
consists predominantly of platelike polycrystals such as
crossed plates, side plane types, scrolls, gohei twins,
spearheads, radiating and irregular assemblages of
plates, in addition to irregular polyhedral forms (though
not presented in this work, the habit transitions between
0� and �20�C were routinely reproduced in our diffu-
sion chamber and in a fall tower). Even at low super-
saturation (�2%), the habit is still dominated by com-
pact faceted polyhedra, thick plates, and platelike poly-
crystals. While some of these platelike polycrystalline
forms involve atypical growth along the c axis (gohei
twins, spearheads, and scrolls), the majority exhibit
component growth predominantly along the a-axis di-
rection (crossed plates, side plane types, radiating and
irregular assemblages of plates). Hence, the concept of
a successive ‘‘oscillation’’ of ice crystal habit back to
columnar form just colder than �20�C does not reflect
reality.

The general habit transitions between 0� and �20�C
do not exhibit a periodicity in any usual sense of the
word and contain additional transitions as both a func-
tion of temperature and supersaturation (e.g., needles
from �4� to �6�C near water saturation and plates to
sector plates to dendrites with increasing supersaturation
at �14�C). The plate regime from �8� to �20�C con-
tains a region where equiaxed crystals are most common
(�8� to �10�C, approximately) in addition to exhibiting
the growth of complex forms such as crossed plates,
pyramids, trapezoids, trigonal forms, and other habits
of nonhexagonal shapes. Habit changes between 0� and
�20�C have been interpreted as being due to a tem-
perature dependence of the condensation coefficient �
through a surface migration length xs, which has been
measured on the basal face and inferred on the prism
face from observed habits (Hallett 1961). Below water
saturation, � may be zero, so no growth occurs until a
critical ice supersaturation is reached. While this might
explain the growth changes between simple plate and
columnar forms in this temperature interval, it does not
address the appearance of nonhexagonal and polycrys-
talline forms whose shape may depend on the details of
nucleation, which is itself a temperature-dependent pa-
rameter (Hallett 1964).

Almost all natural and laboratory-grown crystals con-
tain significant concentrations of defects that can be
fully as important in determining crystal properties as
the periodic nature of the lattice. The majority of the
habit forms observed at temperatures colder than �20�C
are indicative of nucleation processes that lead to the
formation of irregular polycrystals and crystal twins,
crystals with two or more components growing from a
common grain boundary dislocation (Kobayashi et al.
1976; Furukawa and Kobayashi 1978; Furukawa 1982).
Observations of freezing of drops (Hallett 1964; Ko-
bayashi et al. 1976) reveal that most drops freeze as
polycrystals below �20�C, which is commensurate with

a substantial increase in the observation of twins both
in situ and in the laboratory. Laboratory studies of ice
growth following heterogenous nucleation by seeding
of supercooled drops with clay particles have also been
shown to result in a predominance of polycrystalline
forms (Yamashita et al. 1984).

Burton et al. (1951) predicted that at low supersat-
uration, crystals grew through the migration of adsorbed
molecules to growth steps on the surface resulting from
dislocations. For the case of a screw dislocation with
widely spaced spiral steps, growth occurs only from the
edge of the steps with no growth at all occurring on the
flat interior surfaces beyond a mean molecular migration
distance from the edges, indicating that the condensation
coefficient is zero on these surfaces (Burton et al. 1951;
Hallett 1961). Growth proceeds with steps advancing in
width as the spiral evolves. With increasing supersat-
uration, the steps form a tightening spiral and the role
of migration decreases, the growth rate controlled by
vapor and heat diffusion alone. Hallett (1961) and Ma-
son et al. (1963) applied these ideas to the growth of
the basal plane with measurements showing that the
migration distance was related in a complicated way to
temperature and could be considered to be key in de-
termining the habit.

Polycrystalline forms often grow simultaneously
along principal axes in addition to other directions and
have complicated layered structures. Plates typically
have imperfect faces that result from successive layer
nucleation, each layer advancing at different speeds, of-
ten with different thicknesses. Time lapse photography
of growth performed in this study reveals that layers of
a few micrometers thickness often advance irregularly
at different speeds, growing for some distance and then
slowing or stalling for some period, only to resume
growth again at a different speed. Hence the growth of
such crystals would be characterized by a time integra-
tion over changing condensation coefficients or migra-
tion distances depending on the surface step structure,
supersaturation, and presence of defects (possibly influ-
enced by capture of an aerosol particle). The concen-
tration and type of defects that form during nucleation
and growth may be even more important in determining
the habit of ice crystals, especially below water satu-
ration and in the case of polycrystalline forms. A proper
understanding of the correlated nature of all these fac-
tors will probably not be achieved until time-resolved
lithographic techniques (e.g., X-ray topography) become
available that can be applied during crystal growth.

While detailed knowledge of the role of microscopic
defects in ice crystal growth is still forthcoming, the
laboratory measurement of macroscopic characteristics
such as habit, habit distribution, and growth rates pro-
vide valuable knowledge and insight concerning the role
of ice crystals in the atmosphere. Colder than �20�C,
habit transitions as functions of both temperature and
supersaturation occur, the knowledge of which is critical
to modeling the microphysical and radiative properties
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FIG. 1. (a) Temperature, (b) vapor density, and (c) saturation ratio profiles for the diffusion chamber with top and bottom plate temperatures
of �23� and �37�C, respectively. In (b), both the linear vapor density (�L) predicted by the temperature profile and the equilibrium vapor
density over a growing crystal (�E) predicted by the Clausius–Clapeyron equation are shown. The resulting saturation ratios over ice and
water surfaces, �/�s 	 S, are presented in (c) and show that the chamber is supersaturated with respect to ice (S 	 
 � 1 � 1, 
 	
supersaturation) and subsaturated with respect to water (S � 1) for these temperatures. The dotted line curves are the results for top and
bottom plate temperatures of �22� and �38�C, respectively, where it can be seen that the central region of the chamber is just supersaturated
with respect to water.

of clouds in addition to the interpretation of remote
sensing measurements, especially at visible wave-
lengths. The previous habit diagrams have generally
contradicted the vast majority of atmospheric in situ
habit observations at temperatures between �20� and
�40�C, adding further confusion to the interpretation
of observations in this critical region of the atmosphere,
which, under some conditions, is affected by a habit
transition that leads to a mixed habit profile resulting
from sedimentation and vertical motions rather than
crystal growth conditions. The following study reveals
the growth conditions under which agreement is ob-
tained between atmospheric in situ and laboratory ob-
servations in addition to those that create apparent con-
tradictions.

2. Experimental description

A modified diffusion chamber has been developed
that overcomes many of the nucleation and growth prob-
lems with laboratory setups as outlined in Bailey and
Hallett (2002). The chamber used in this study consisted
of two horizontal, parallel, ice-coated plates with in-
dependent temperature control that were separated by
an insulating, short, acrylic cylinder, which yielded a
large chamber aspect ratio of width:height 	 10:1. The
temperature differential between the two plates deter-
mines the supersaturation and temperature as a function
of height in the chamber (Fig. 1). Crystal growth was
recorded with time lapse photography using a micro-
scope and video camera.

Crystals were nucleated and grown on filaments ap-
proximately 50–70 �m in diameter drawn from soda-

lime glass, a silica glass containing oxides of sodium,
calcium, and aluminum that is similar in composition
to the most prevalent types of naturally occurring ice
nuclei including kaolinites and fine sand particles. When
examined under a microscope, the filaments are seen to
have many surface cracks and fissures, which result
from rapid cooling and solidification while being drawn.
There is observational evidence that ice crystals nucle-
ate from tiny supercooled drops that form on the edges
of these features (Bailey and Hallett 2002). The glass
filaments exhibited a critical supersaturation for nucle-
ation that varied with temperature. Warmer than �40�C,
an ice supersaturation near water saturation was typi-
cally required to initiate nucleation; while colder than
�40�C, an ice supersaturation of approximately 25%
was sufficient. The results shown in Bailey and Hallett
(2002) indicate that the critical supersaturation remains
approximately constant at 25% colder than �42�C; in
reality it decreases slightly. Ice layer temperature chang-
es inside the chamber (due to the simultaneous cooling
and warming of the bottom and top plates in order to
change the supersaturation) slightly lagged the temper-
ature changes in the plates where temperatures were
normally measured under equilibrium conditions.
Hence, the actual temperature differences between the
ice layers at the point of nucleation were slightly over-
estimated (by 2%–3%) leading to a similar overesti-
mation of the critical supersaturations, an effect that
increases with decreasing chamber temperature due to
the decreasing cooling rates that are experienced at low
temperatures.

Growth and nucleation pressures in the chamber
ranged from 550 mb at �20�C to 150 mb at �70�C,
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approximately Standard Atmosphere pressures for the
given temperatures. Below the critical supersaturation
for nucleation on clean glass filaments, a filament was
placed in the chamber and the chamber was then slowly
evacuated to a level near the target pressure. A sudden
increase in the evacuation rate was performed when the
pressure was approximately 5–10 mb above the target
value, leading to a brief adiabatic expansion, which just
raised the supersaturation to the critical level, followed
by growth under the preset ambient conditions. This
process allowed control of the nucleation such that well-
separated crystal growth sites could be established that
avoided competition for vapor between neighboring
crystals. Above the critical supersaturation, a higher
density of nucleation sites could result in crowded
growth conditions. This could be avoided by retracting
the glass filament into a housing on the top plate where
nucleation could be prevented until the chamber growth
pressures were established. Nucleation occurred once
the thread was lowered into place, the most active sites
on the thread nucleating first, which gave some crystals
a head start on others and allowed them to grow away
from the substrate before others had nucleated. These
crystals were essentially free from vapor competition,
while those that nucleated later were ‘‘shadowed’’ by
overhanging crystals, which reduced the supersaturation
below the ambient level for the particular vertical po-
sition in the chamber. At high supersaturation, nucle-
ation was vigorous and shadowing was difficult to avoid,
though some crystals still managed to get ahead of the
rest in the initial growth stages and were able to grow
relatively free of vapor competition.

3. Experimental results

a. Habit descriptions

With a vertically suspended filament in the chamber,
a variety of crystal habits were simultaneously observed
with crystals at different heights growing under different
conditions of temperature and ice supersaturation. While
the supersaturation in the atmosphere rarely exceeds wa-
ter supersaturation by more than a few percent, venti-
lation of a crystal due to sedimentation can significantly
enhance the mean vapor density gradient around the ice
crystal, giving rise to a higher effective supersaturation
in comparison with what would be experienced by a
stationary crystal growing at ambient conditions. There-
fore, growth results for ice supersaturations ranging
from 1% to water saturation or considerably above were
obtained in order to account for ventilation effects. The
habit and growth rate data presented in this section at
particular temperatures typically contain crystals that
grew within 1�–2�C of the stated temperature. This re-
sults in a negligible change in supersaturation since
crystals were observed in the midregion of the chamber,
a region where the supersaturation varies least with a
change in height (Fig. 1).

Many of the habits observed in this study and in situ
can be described with the Magono and Lee snow crystal
classification scheme, though some polycrystalline
forms are not included in their classification and are
representative of common types of crystals that occur
at low temperature, examples of which are shown in
Fig. 2 (a glossary of crystal habits discussed here and
later in the paper can be found in the appendix). In the
platelike regime from �20� to �40�C, polycrystals of
the side plane type (Magono and Lee 1966: S1, S2, and
S2S; this paper: sdpl) are often observed, though they
may be specific cases of a more general class of poly-
crystals consisting of ‘‘twins,’’ polycrystals which con-
tain a reflection and/or translational plane between com-
ponents. Twin components grow independently from a
grain boundary, the interface between two or more con-
tiguous crystals whose crystallographic orientations dif-
fer (twins, in our usage, are not limited to two com-
ponents). Grain boundaries are a consequence of growth
processes in which crystallization begins independently
with several different crystallographic orientations rath-
er than just one (Bennett et al. 1965), as occurs when
a drop freezes as a polycrystal. In such a nucleating ice
embryo, crystallizing components with differing crys-
tallographic orientations, rotated and/or translated with
respect to each other, can form stable growth structures
if the rotation or translation results in lattice mismatches
that are of favorably low energy.

At the molecular scale, the grain boundary consists
of an array of dislocations resulting from lattice mis-
matches (Furukawa and Kobayashi 1978). Microscop-
ically, twin components are observed to originate from
a twin boundary structure (referred to hereafter as the
TBS), across which there is a change in crystallographic
orientation [for ‘‘convenience,’’ Furukawa and Kobay-
ashi referred to the TBS as a grain boundary dislocation
(GBD); however, like them, we wish to clearly distin-
guish this microscopic structure from the structure of
lattice dislocations at the molecular scale that constitute
a grain boundary]. The TBS is usually clearly discern-
ible in photographic images and the details of its struc-
ture depends on the type of twin. In simple twins, the
component crystals that grow from these structures have
specific crystallographic orientations with respect to
each other and the TBS, while in more complex twins
(side plane types in particular), the orientations can vary.

One of the common types of twins is the ‘‘crossed
plate’’ (abbreviated as ‘‘cp’’ in figures), which in its
most symmetric form, resembles the feathered end of
an arrow. While appearing to be two interpenetrating,
elongated, hexagonal plates crossing along maximum
diameters at an angle of approximately 70�, they actually
consist of four half-hexagons (c axes perpendicular to
the half-hexagons or side planes) growing from a TBS.
Crossed plates can also appear as two apparently co-
planar half-planes on either side of a TBS or as three
half-planes, one half-plane being at approximately a 70�
angle with respect to the plane formed by the other two.
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FIG. 2. Laboratory and in situ examples of the common types of polycrystals discussed in the text that grow between �20� and �40�C.
Examples presented have varying size scales. First ISCCP (International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) Regional Experiment (FIRE)
Arctic Cloud Experiment (ACE) (1998) images were obtained from the NASA Langley Research Center Atmospheric Sciences Data Center.
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Crossed plates are first observed to grow at a low ice
supersaturation of around 2% and appear more fre-
quently as water saturation is approached.

The side plane types (abbreviated as ‘‘sdpl’’ in fig-
ures) described by Magono and Lee appear to be asym-
metric forms of the crossed plate crystal with pro-
nounced growth of the TBS and multiple twinning com-
ponents. The TBS appears dark and irregular, sometimes
with only a single side plane, but typically with several
pairs of side planes emerging at different angles, often
partially overlapping or merging as growth proceeds.
Radiating assemblages of side planes consist of multiple
twinning boundary structures emerging at various an-
gles from a common growth center, each branch with
its own degree of side plane development. While many
different examples of these types are presented in Ma-
gono and Lee, they all appear to be variations of this
theme.

The degree of side plane development and the struc-
ture of the side planes in polycrystalline twins is ap-
parently dependent on the details of the structure of the
TBS, which shows a supersaturation dependence. At
low ice supersaturation (slow growth), the TBS grows
as a somewhat regular, sharply defined, linear structure
whose thickness is not much greater than the side planes.
With increasing supersaturation, the TBS becomes
thicker and more irregular in structure and is often con-
siderably thicker than the side planes. Side planes, both
in crossed plate and side plane crystal types, typically
have irregular surfaces that develop (as revealed by time
lapse photography) by repeated nucleation of new layers
from the TBS with different thicknesses that advance
at different speeds across the broad faces of the side
planes.

The ‘‘gohei’’ twin is another polycrystalline habit
which exhibits a twinning symmetry quite different
from that of the crossed plate and side plane types. It
typically consists of two skeletal side planes extending
from a TBS but, in this case, the platelike components
are due to growth along the c axis, which lies in the
plane of each side plane (the side planes in this case
are clearly not half-hexagons). The c axis of each com-
ponent makes an acute angle with respect to the TBS,
which favors angles of approximately 38.5� or a tip
angle of 77� (Sato and Kikuchi 1985). The two side
planes are not coplanar in this case and have an angle
of approximately 165� between them, giving the crystal
the appearance of being slightly folded along the line
of the TBS. The crystallographic orientation of the side
planes is confirmed by the fact that they sometimes
exhibit the growth of a long scroll at their edges, clearly
revealing the direction of the c axis, which lies along
the axis of the scroll. The side planes are usually fairly
symmetric and the growth of interpenetrating repeated
structures is common, the TBS clearly running through
each pair of side planes. Gohei twins are first observed
to grow at modest ice supersaturation (5%–10%) and
appear more often as water saturation is approached;

however, they are not a high-frequency habit. Gohei
twins and the much more frequent side plane types have
similar growth rates and they are combined in the
growth data discussed later in this paper.

A twin similar in appearance to the gohei type but
with different symmetry, which is observed both in situ
and in the laboratory, has a rectangular shape with cor-
ner angles of approximately 90� (these crystals have
been previously referred to in the literature as ‘‘tetrag-
onal in shape’’ or tetragons; however, we decline to use
these terms since they could be misconstrued as imply-
ing that this form results from the particular crystallo-
graphic system designated as tetragonal in symmetry,
which was not the intention of earlier authors). Twins
of rectangular shape consist of two right-triangle-shaped
halves on either side of a pronounced TBS. They are
not planar and also often have scrolls growing along
one side. As with gohei twins, the two twin components
are usually fairly symmetric; however, on occasion, as
with side plane types, asymmetric rectangular twins are
observed with only one twin component (a right tri-
angle) growing from the TBS. An excellent laboratory
example of this asymmetric form (Keller and Hallett
1982) is shown near top left in Fig. 2, where many small
right triangles (half of the ‘‘rectangular’’ twin) in ad-
dition to the main right triangle component can be seen
to grow from only one side of the TBS. Simple rect-
angular twins appear with a frequency even lower than
that of gohei twins. Another form possibly related to
rectangular twins are long scrolls (also shown in Fig.
2), which appear as one edge of a crystal that has a
pronounced irregular TBS. Such scrolls are different
from those designated by Magono and Lee as type C1i
(columnar rather than platelike in appearance) and ap-
pear with about the same frequency as gohei twins.

Another polycrystal similar in structure to the gohei
twin that generally appears at moderately high ice su-
persaturations is the ‘‘spearhead’’ type (abbreviated as
‘‘sph’’ in figures), which is distinguished from gohei
twins by a tip angle of 54� and a dominant growth of
the TBS itself, resulting in long spear-shaped crystals
often with pronounced small side plane growth. As with
repeating gohei twins, some spearheads appear to con-
sist of repeating interpenetrating or overlapping twin
units, often rectangular or gohei in shape, with shared
crystallographic orientations, while others appear to be
more irregular in structure. The habit of the side planes
generally reflect the growth habit for the temperature at
which the spearheads are observed, growing as thin
plates, platelike structures, and scrolls for temperatures
warmer than �40�C, and as columns or sheaths colder
than �40�C. The side plane structures can be very sym-
metric or asymmetric in size, position, and distribution
with respect to the TBS. Spearheads with substantial
side plane development also have growth rates very
similar to those of side plane types and have been in-
cluded with this group. However, some spearheads have
little or no side planes, these ‘‘bare spearheads’’ (ab-
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breviated as ‘‘spb’’ in figures) having extreme linear
growth rates and much less obvious structure to the
repeating units that form the TBS.

Some twin crystals can be described as rotational or
reflection twins, exhibiting a rotational or reflection
symmetry with respect to a specific crystallographic axis
or plane in the ice lattice (Furukawa 1982). Another
type of ‘‘twinning’’ that occurs with ice crystals appears
to involve a ‘‘slip’’ or translation of crystallographic
planes that may result from glide planes, stacking faults
or defects that lead to the nucleation of several platelike
components emanating from a common growth region.
The simplest form of this twin (these might be single
crystals so twin is used loosely) that grows at low to
modest supersaturation (2%–5%) consists of two over-
lapping plates of similar size, which grow nearly si-
multaneously from a common contact region such that
their c axes and a axes are parallel but the plates are
not superimposed, a slip occurring between the two
components at a small angle to an a axis. Hence, the
plates overlap and their axes and crystal faces are par-
allel (‘‘overlapping parallel plates,’’ abbreviated as
‘‘opp’’ in figures), but the faces are not coplanar. Even
if the plate components are somewhat asymmetric, a
high degree of crystallographic alignment is still ob-
served. The plates often overlap such that a vertex, or
side of one plate, lies near the center of an adjacent
plate. When viewed on edge, the component plates ap-
pear to be slightly interpenetrating in the contact region.
Fukuta (1969) obtained a photograph of a pair of thin
overlapping parallel plates, which appears to reveal a
slip or translational zone (bottom of Fig. 2). Often ap-
pearing in small linear groups of two to four plates, they
would easily be confused with simple plate aggregates;
however, it is statistically unlikely that two or three
plates would aggregate with all their axes parallel.
Hence, they can be distinguished from random aggre-
gates by their degree of crystallographic alignment. An
example of possible overlapping parallel plates obtained
with a low-resolution 2DC probe is shown at bottom
right in Fig. 2.

At low to modest ice supersaturation, overlapping
parallel plates appear as combinations of thick plates of
similar size, though there can be an observable pro-
gression of sizes between components which indicates
that one of the plates nucleated first, followed by the
development of the adjacent component. In the case of
three or more overlapping parallel plates in a linear or
quasi-linear arrangement, the defect that could result
from slip, translation, or rotation probably extends
through the intervening component plates, which would
explain the extended ‘‘telescoping’’ structure of these
combinations.

At moderate to high supersaturations (approaching
water saturation), another form of overlapping parallel
plates appears, which consists of plates radiating from
a thin, irregular, layered structure that forms a growth
hub for the components. This parallel radiating behavior

can be distinguished from the random alignment of ra-
diating assemblages of plates or assemblages of simple
plates described by Magono and Lee as type P7a and
G6. In lithographic studies of other types of crystals
that exhibit slip and translation, the growth hub is ob-
served to consist of several thin layers as if sheared or
translated. In the case of radiating overlapping parallel
plates, each component appears to nucleate from dif-
ferent layers within the hub, which maintains the crys-
tallographic orientation between slipped layers, the
component plates being slightly interpenetrating and
noncoplanar when viewed on edge.

There are many variations on the platelike polycrys-
talline themes just described. Radiating or branching
polycrystalline forms are often observed with structures
consisting of side plane and crossed plate types in ad-
dition to clusters of overlapping parallel plates and the
occasional gohei twin or spearhead, examples of which
are shown in Fig. 2. In addition to these recognizable
forms, there are other polycrystals that can truly be
described as ‘‘irregular’’ [Magono and Lee (1966): G5
or G6; this paper: irreg], which consist of jumbled ar-
rangements of poorly formed but faceted plates or poly-
hedra of nonhexagonal shape. At low ice supersatura-
tion, they are often compact and nuggetlike while at
high ice supersaturation, they appear as spatially ex-
tended forms.

b. Habit distributions

The growth rates presented in this work were obtained
from crystals that were generally of sizes ranging from
150 to 300 �m; however, many of the images presented
show crystals of larger size for habit clarity. With the
limited resolution of the long working distance (25 cm)
video microscope system used in this study, crystals as
small as 10 �m could be detected but not resolved;
however, digital enhancement allowed the resolution of
faceted crystals as small as 30–50 �m. As a result of
this, polycrystals were clearly distinguished from
merged groups of single crystals, which might give the
false impression of polycrystalline growth. This was
also verified with time lapse analysis, which revealed
that both polycrystalline and single crystal habits were
well established by the time they are of the smallest
resolvable size and that single crystals do not transform
into polycrystals under constant growth conditions. Ad-
ditionally, none of the crystals shown could possibly be
aggregates.

1) T 	 �20�C

The habits observed at �20�C and a pressure of 550
mb are shown in Fig. 3 along with habit frequencies.
At low ice supersaturation of 1%–2%, the habit is char-
acterized by compact, faceted, irregular polycrystals,
thick plates (height/width 	 0.2 � h/w � 1), thick
overlapping parallel plates, short columns (length/width
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FIG. 3. Habits and habit frequencies of crystals grown at �20�C and a pressure of 550 mb (hPa). Polycrystalline habit frequencies (right
side of figure) have been further divided according to habit types discussed in the text. Crystals are shown at different levels of magnification
with examples of scale given for habits at 1% and 20% ice supersaturation. In the habit graphs, w denotes the decimal ice supersaturation
(
w) equivalent to water saturation, approximately the critical supersaturation for nucleation on thin glass filaments.
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	 L/w � 1.4) appearing with a frequency of less than
1%, and even rarer equiaxed crystals (h/w 	 L/w 	 1).
At modest ice supersaturation of 5%–10%, assemblages
of thin skeletal plates and large single skeletal plates
are the dominant habit. As water saturation (22% with
respect to ice) is approached and exceeded, plates be-
come increasingly thin with skeletal and sectorlike
structures. The upper part of the assemblage of plates
shown at 25% ice supersaturation contains a pair of long
thin structures with rounded tips and gently rippled edg-
es, referred to as ‘‘dorites’’ by Hallett and Mason (1958),
which appear to be similar to the primary branches of
some dendritic forms as in the dendrite branch shown
to the right of the dorite, which was grown at �17�C
(the dorites in the figure emanated from a growth center
at a temperature close to �19�C; the dorites growing
upward toward the region of the chamber at approxi-
mately �17�C). At 35% ice supersaturation (�13% wa-
ter supersaturation), assemblages of plates, crossed
plates, spearheads, and side planes are commonly ob-
served.

At all ice supersaturations, the majority of hexagonal
plates were asymmetric or ‘‘scalene’’ (Hobbs 1974) with
sides of different lengths, though not necessarily all dif-
ferent lengths. Scalene plates typically had pairs of sides
with equal lengths or trios in the case of crystals with
trigonal symmetry. On rare occasions, completely asym-
metric plates (six sides with different lengths) were ob-
served. Scrutiny of atmospheric in situ data in the ref-
erences listed in this paper and elsewhere also reveals
these characteristics.

2) T 	 �30�C

The habits observed at �30�C and a pressure of 400
mb are shown in Fig. 4. At low ice supersaturation of
1%–2%, the habit is again characterized by compact,
faceted polycrystals and thick plates with a modest num-
ber of short solid columns. In fact, between �20� and
�70�C, the low supersaturation habit is essentially in-
dependent of temperature with slight increases in the
frequency of short columns and irregular or poorly
formed plates with decreasing temperature.

Below water saturation (33% with respect to ice), the
general habit is still platelike and is dominated by as-
semblages of plates, overlapping parallel plates and side
plane types. Thick crossed plates appear at supersatu-
rations as low as 2%–5% but become thin and much
more prevalent as water saturation is approached and
exceeded. Plates and platelike polycrystals exhibit more
complex skeletal features and greater complexity in gen-
eral compared with the results at �20�C. The poly-
crystalline assemblages of plates often contain one or
more pairs of plates with similar orientation. Figure 4
(upper right) shows what might first be perceived as a
bullet rosette developing after nucleation at the critical
supersaturation for glass at �30�C (Bailey and Hallett
2002) labeled ‘‘crit33%.’’ However, the emerging bul-

lets actually developed into a side plane with thick TBS,
a short column, and some thick plates. Above this su-
persaturation value, crossed plates, overlapping parallel
plates, and side plane types are the dominant form of
polycrystalline growth, spearheads appearing with mod-
est frequency along with gohei twins and short scrolls
with length-to-width ratios of about L/w 	 2–4. At su-
persaturations in excess of about 75% with respect to
ice or about 40% with respect to water, an occasional
short sheath or twin scroll is observed. As Figs. 2 and
3 show, many of the platelike polycrystals observed at
�30�C and, in general, between �20� and �40�C, have
such complex structures that they are indistinguishable
from aggregates observed in situ, bringing into question
the degree or frequency of aggregation assumed in many
in situ observations.

3) T 	 �40�C

The habits observed at �40�C and a pressure of 300
mb are shown in Fig. 5 and are very similar to those
at �30�C. Irregular assemblages of plates are still the
most common habit form, though platelike components
are thicker and less extended than at �30�C. Solid col-
umns appear with a somewhat larger though still modest
frequency and typically have aspect ratio of 1.4 � L/h
� 3. Crossed plate and side plane types appear with
similar frequency as at �30�C, though spearheads and
scrolls appear with higher frequency at supersaturations
above 40% with respect to ice. Short sheaths are oc-
casionally observed at very high ice supersaturations
(78%).

The habit from �20� to �40�C is platelike; just colder
than �40�C, there is a dramatic shift to predominantly
columnar behavior. Figure 6 shows a number of images
of crystal growth on glass filaments where the temper-
ature was approximately between �38� and �42�C.
Although the details of the habits in this transition
region vary with supersaturation, the shift consistently
occurs between �40� and �41�C for ice supersatu-
rations greater than about 5%. In addition to the habit
shift in this narrow temperature range, there is a cor-
responding drop in the critical supersaturation for nu-
cleation from near water saturation at �40�C (47%
with respect to ice) to approximately 25% at �42�C
and colder temperatures (Bailey and Hallett 2002),
with bullet rosettes routinely first appearing near the
critical value.

4) T 	 �42� TO �50�C

The habits observed at �50�C and a pressure of 250
mb are shown in Fig. 7. The 1%–2% supersaturation
habit is essentially the same as observed at higher tem-
peratures, solid columns increasing in frequency with
increasing supersaturation. Platelike polycrystalline
forms are still observed in this temperature region at
supersaturations up to 15%; however, this trend de-
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FIG. 4. Habits and habit frequencies of crystals grown at �30�C and a pressure of 400 mb (hPa). Scale is variable as described in Fig.
2. The w in bar graphs denotes the decimal ice supersaturation (
w) equivalent to water saturation, approximately the critical supersaturation
for nucleation on thin glass filaments.
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FIG. 5. Habits and habit frequencies of crystals grown at �40�C and a pressure of 300 mb (hPa). Scale is variable as described in Fig.
2. The w in bar graphs denotes the decimal ice supersaturation (
w) equivalent to water saturation, approximately the critical supersaturation
for nucleation on thin glass filaments.
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FIG. 6. Habit observations between �38� and �42�C revealing the transition from platelike to columnar behavior.
The transition is essentially independent of ice supersaturation 
. Supersaturation in each image is listed near the
temperature to which it corresponds, the supersaturation being somewhat lower above and higher below this position.

creases sharply with decreasing temperature below
�50�C. At the critical supersaturation of approximately
25%, bullet rosettes first begin to appear and increase
in frequency with increasing supersaturation, becoming
the dominant polycrystalline habit. At �42�C and su-
persaturations of 13%–25%, columns and bullets are
solid with aspect ratios of 2 � L/w � 4, the aspect ratio
increasing with both increasing supersaturation and de-
creasing temperature. Around 40% ice supersaturation,
columns and bullets begin to develop hollow ends and
become sheaths with increasing supersaturation. Ro-

settes commonly have two to four bullets, three being
the average, though rosettes with up to six bullets are
observed at times, the average multiplicity of bullets
increasing with decreasing temperature and reaching a
maximum around �50�C. As previously noted with re-
gard to the scalene quality of most plates, most columns
observed in this study were not symmetric in cross sec-
tion but were scalene, giving the columns a flattened
appearance, generally having two wide and four nar-
rower prism faces as depicted in Fig. 8. Tape (1994)
described this quality in short columns observed in halo
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FIG. 7. Habits and habit frequencies of crystals grown at �50�C and a pressure of 250 mb (hPa). Scale is variable as described in Fig. 2.
The c in bar graphs denotes the critical supersaturation for nucleation on thin glass filaments (
c � ½ extrapolated water saturation).
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producing crystals in the Antarctic, referring to such
crystals as ‘‘tabular.’’ However, this flattened behavior
is apparent in most of the columns that were collected
by Tape in petri dishes of cold hexane where the crystals
tend to orient themselves with one of the flattened sides
in contact with the bottom of the dish. This effect is not
a matter of viewing angle or perspective as can be ver-
ified with a symmetrically hexagonal model of a col-
umn. No viewing angle can reproduce this flattened ap-
pearance. Careful scrutiny of replicator images of nat-
ural crystals and other atmospheric in situ data confirms
these observations. As with snow flakes, nature appears
to favor asymmetric over symmetric forms.

5) T 	 �60�C

The habits observed at �60�C and a pressure of 200
mb are shown in Fig. 9. The low supersaturation habit
up to 5% is as previously described; plates are signif-
icantly more asymmetric in appearance than at warmer
temperatures. At supersaturations of 10%–15%, thick
plates and platelike polycrystals appear with about the
same frequency as columns that have aspect ratios rang-
ing from 3 � L/w � 6. Bullet rosettes again begin to
appear around a critical supersaturation of 25% with
both single columns and bullets being solid, often with
aspect ratios L/w � 6, the aspect ratio being sensitive
to nucleation conditions. If the critical supersaturation
is reached quite slowly via a slow change in the tem-
perature differential between the diffusion chamber
plates, then the columns that appear are thick and have
smaller aspect ratios. If a quick adiabatic expansion is
performed near this supersaturation in order to initiate
nucleation by raising the effective supersaturation to just
above the critical value, the columns tend to be narrower
and have larger aspect ratios, up to about 10. This is a
general characteristic of column and bullet growth at
temperatures colder than �42�C though it is more pro-
nounced at lower temperatures. This implies that the
habit of columns or bullet rosettes that nucleate in slow
updrafts could be different from those that nucleate un-
der rapidly changing conditions as in strong updrafts or
contrails.

At supersaturations around 50%, long columns and
bullets appear, sometimes with hollow tips, hollowness
increasing with increasing supersaturation. Needlelike
forms also begin to appear under these conditions with
very large aspect ratios (L/w � 8), often with prism tips
rather than basal faces, and with very flattened appear-
ance, the flattened sides having 3 to 4 times the width
of the narrow prism sides (discerned by rotating the
substrate and viewing these crystals on end). The thin-
nest needles with the greatest aspect ratios appear so
flattened that the two pairs of narrow sides cannot be
resolved with the video microscope, giving an almost
rectangular appearance to the needles in cross section.
Such crystals have been grown at �60� and then
warmed up to �45�C, where they obviously regained

their hexagonal cross sections, though this was usually
scalene in nature. Needles at �60�C are occasionally
observed to grow in overlapping stacks as opposed to
the irregular bunches of needles observed near �5�C,
and they also have a more cleanly faceted appearance
than those at �5�C.

6) T 	 �70�C

The habits observed at �70�C and a pressure of 150
mb are shown in Fig. 10. The low supersaturation habit
up to 5% is similar to that at �60�C (images of crystals
at 2% were of too small and of poor quality for display
and were analyzed by digital enhancement). The habit
at a supersaturation of 13% consisted of compact irreg-
ular polycrystals, thick plates, and short columns. At
25% supersaturation, long columns, needles, and needle
or columnar rosettes were observed along with unusu-
ally shaped crystals (possibly trigonal) consisting of
three apparently ‘‘pyramid-shaped’’ bullets, which can
be seen in the figure. These crystals bare a strong re-
semblance to trigonal crystals observed by Heymsfield
(1986) in cirriform clouds near �83�C as well as those
observed in contrails by Meyers and Hallett (1998) and
Hallett et al. (2002) near �63�C, where they also ap-
peared in pairs on either side of a central spherical nu-
cleus (frozen drop), rotated so as to give a six-branched
appearance. At supersaturations above 50%, needle ro-
settes, very long needles (L/w � 10), and stacks of
needles are the most common forms.

c. Growth rates

At high supersaturations, the increased density of
growing crystals on a substrate likely reduces the ef-
fective supersaturation and observed growth rates. This
is due to significant vapor competition between neigh-
boring crystals. However, growth rates in this study
were only determined for crystals that were well sep-
arated and hence relatively free from vapor competition
with neighboring crystals on the substrate. The criteria
for this determination came from the mass growth equa-
tion for ice particles in an unventilated environment
(Hallett et al. 2002), which, to a first approximation,
predicts a linear relation between mass growth rate and
the ice supersaturation of the environment relative to
the surface of a growing crystal:

dm/dt 	 4C
/(A � B),

where C is the electrostatic capacitance of the crystal,
A and B are terms representing the effect of heat con-
ductivity and vapor diffusivity on crystal growth (C, A,
and B expressed in cgs units), and 
 is the ice super-
saturation (actually, the equation is linear in the product
of C and 
, factors that are discussed later in this sec-
tion). The supersaturation in this expression is that for
a crystal surface at its equilibrium vapor pressure ev-
erywhere over its surface and at a slightly warmer tem-
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FIG. 8. Asymmetric ice crystal shapes described as scalene plates, flattened or tabular columns and needles
or bunches of needles. Numbers listed inside the scalene plates label sides of equal length. Fully asymmetric
plates are somewhat rare.

perature than the ambient surroundings due to latent heat
release as given by the Clausius–Clapeyron equation.
For a particular temperature, the volume growth rates
of specific habits were measured at various ice super-
saturations and analyzed by linear regression. The slope
was essentially constant up to some limiting supersat-
uration (which was also true of regression slopes for
linear and area growth rates), above which it began to
decrease (as did its linear correlation coefficient) as

higher supersaturation data were included in the re-
gression, indicating a decrease in the observed growth
rate as a function of ice supersaturation, apparently due
to vapor competition. The higher supersaturation data
were excluded from the regression analysis and results.
However, it was observed that, even at these high su-
persaturations, the few crystals that grew ahead of the
others and were not significantly shadowed had growth
rates that were still in agreement with the linear results
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FIG. 9. Habits and habit frequencies of crystals grown at �60�C and a pressure of 200 mb (hPa). Scale is variable as described in Fig. 2.
The c in bar graphs denotes the critical supersaturation for nucleation on thin glass filaments (
c K extrapolated water saturation).

at lower supersaturations. Hence, it should be valid to
extrapolate growth rates at higher supersaturations from
the regression results, especially since habit does not
appear to be significantly affected by vapor competition
when the values of ice supersaturation are large.

In the mass growth equation presented above, a ven-
tilation factor was not included that reflects an increase
in effective supersaturation due to fall through the air
as a function of crystal size and shape, related to the
square root of the Reynolds number Re1/2. For a 300-
�m plate falling at 20 cm s�1, this approximately cor-

responds to a 30% increase over the ambient value. As
a first approximation, a static diffusion chamber at high-
er ice supersaturation simulates growth conditions in the
atmosphere at lower supersaturation for a crystal falling
at constant velocity; however, it cannot reproduce the
asymmetric vapor gradients that develop around crystals
depending on their shape, size, fall velocity, and ori-
entation during fall.

The capacitance and ventilation factor are both func-
tions of crystal shape and size, which may be modified
during the growth history of a crystal. In an unventilated
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FIG. 10. Habits and habit frequencies of crystals grown at �70�C and a pressure of 150 mb (hPa). Scale is variable as described in Fig.
2. The c in bar graphs denotes the critical supersaturation for nucleation on thin glass filaments (
c K extrapolated water saturation).

environment, the mass growth rate depends on the prod-
uct of capacitance and ice supersaturation. For a con-
stant difference between the vapor pressure or vapor
density over the surface of a growing crystal and that
of the ambient environment (constant ice supersatura-
tion), the growth equation predicts that the growth rate
should increase with increasing crystal size reflected in
an increased capacitance. As previously mentioned,
growth rates have been calculated for crystals that
reached maximum sizes of 150 to 300 �m after some
time, and from these measurements, the capacitances of
crystals of this size can be calculated. In many other
cases, crystals dimensions were measured at various

time intervals such that growth rates as a function of
time (and changing crystal dimensions) were obtained.
Expressions for the capacitances of simple plates and
columns, modeled after oblate and prolate spheroids,
can be found in the literature (Pruppacher and Klett
1997; Wang 2002). A preliminary analysis of the ca-
pacitances of plates and columns of various sizes mea-
sured in this study has been performed (a full analysis
including more complex habits will appear elsewhere).
From these analyses, it is concluded that the electrostatic
model severely overestimates crystal capacitances and
hence the mass growth rates of crystals. This indicates
a breakdown of the electrostatic analogy between a con-
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ductor in an electric field (at constant potential) and a
growing crystal in a vapor diffusion field where the
vapor pressure varies over the surface because of non-
growing regions.

In the case of complex shapes with nonuniform vapor
density profiles over their surfaces, the capacitance in
the growth equation is more like a shape factor that
represents the manner in which a crystal responds to
the locally variable vapor gradient, which depends on
the details of the crystal structure. Some crystal facets
may be smooth on a molecular scale and require a crit-
ical supersaturation for the two-dimensional nucleation
of steps near the crystal edge; for the case of nonthick-
ening molecularly smooth layers advancing over a non-
thickening existing crystal, growth occurs entirely by
the collection of adsorbed molecules due to surface dif-
fusion, which is demonstrated by the decreasing growth
velocity for layers of increasing thickness (Hallett,
1961). The molecules could be collected from the lower
or both the upper and lower step, which would give rise
to a difference of a factor of 2 in the inferred migration
distance (Liu et al. 2002). Facets may also contain
emerging dislocations leading to a nonlinear relation-
ship between growth and supersaturation.

For spatially extended polycrystals (e.g., assemblages
of plates, side planes, bullet rosettes, etc.), growth near
the periphery of a component structure may be faster
due to a locally higher supersaturation than that found
in the interior where physical obstruction or shadowing
of some portions of the crystal occurs. Such conditions
are likely to change over time as the crystal evolves in
a manner that cannot be reflected by a simple geometric
characterization. In the real atmosphere, these condi-
tions are further modified by ventilation with variable
fall velocity due to changing mass, shape, and orien-
tation during fall. Ventilation as a function of fall ve-
locity and crystal dimensions can be modeled for simple
habits (Wang 2002), but the approach is not suitable for
more complex shapes. Effective, habit-specific capaci-
tances are best determined from mass growth rates mea-
sured in the laboratory as a function of time and shape
(which may still lend themselves to ventilation mod-
eling), yielding time-averaged or time- (and shape-) de-
pendent values that more accurately reflect the response
of a crystal to the ambient vapor field.

The growth rates of crystals are plotted in Figs. 11,
12, and 13. Linear growth rates were measured for
growth along a maximum dimension dD/dt (diameter or
length), which is more relevant than dr/dt (where r is
the radius of a spherical ice crystal or the length along
a principal axis) since the majority of polycrystals are
asymmetric, as are most simple plates (scalene) and col-
umns (tabular). The filament support in the chamber was
constructed such that the filament could be rotated about
the vertical, allowing crystals to be observed from dif-
ferent angles. Maximum projected area growth rates dA/
dt were determined from such analysis, and crystal
thicknesses could also be viewed and measured, allow-

ing direct determination of crystal volumes, even in the
case of complex crystals with components of differing
orientation. The volume growth rates dV/dt can be di-
rectly related to the mass growth rate by the ice bulk
density � (0.92 g cm�3). The growth rates involve fits
with anywhere from 10 to 50 independent measure-
ments, depending on the frequency of the habit. So as
not to obscure the data, only a few symbols are shown
on some of the fits in order to show the spread of growth
rates or to clarify which line goes with which habit since
some of the growth rates are overlapping or nearly so
(e.g., spearheads with side planes ‘‘sph,’’ though lower
in frequency, have very similar growth rates compared
with those of normal side plane types and have been
combined).

For results at �20�C, sdpl and opp growth rates, as
well as those of single plates have been separated into
fast (thin platelike) and slow (thick platelike) growth
categories; at �30�C, plate growth rates have been sep-
arated according to symmetric thick, symmetric thin,
and asymmetric plates. Both of these reveal that growth
rates within a particular habit vary with aspect ratio.
Columns are also separated at times according to slow
and fast growth forms with small and large aspect ratios,
respectively. Irregular crystals are generally of the com-
pact faceted type at low ice supersaturation and are ir-
regular assemblages of plates or plates and columnar
forms at temperatures colder than �40�C. Spearheads
with well-developed side planes are included with side
plane types since they have similar growth rates and are
distinguished from bare spearheads or ones with little
side plane development, which have larger linear growth
rates.

An example of the variability of growth rates as a
function of aspect ratio is presented in Fig. 14, where
the maximum dimension (L), and maximum projected
area and volume growth rates for columns at �50�C are
plotted against aspect ratio and ice supersaturation.
While there is some clustering of growth rates with
respect to aspect ratio, there is considerable variability.
These results indicate that in addition to temperature
and ice supersaturation (the primary factors determining
habit), crystal growth is influenced by processes that
result in variable aspect ratios, again, a likely reflection
of the influence of defects, stress, and/or dislocations in
a crystal. Such variability in the aspect ratio of columns
in cirrus crystals is commonly observed (Mason 2002).

Bullet rosettes have growth rates that are affected by
the multiplicity of bullets and do not scale proportion-
ately with results for single columns. Component bullets
observed in the laboratory and in situ are often non-
uniform (some being longer than others) and exhibit
different aspect ratios and varying degrees of the flat-
tening. Vapor competition among the component bul-
lets, due to shadowing, and orientation during fall may
be the reason for these observations.

Regression fits of the growth data yield linear growth
rates as a function of, or normalized to, ice supersatu-
ration (Table 1). Within some habits, crystals have been
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FIG. 11. Growth rates of ice crystal habits at �20� and �30�C for (top) maximum dimension (D ), (middle)
maximum projected area (A), and (bottom) volume (V ).

grouped according to ‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow,’’ reflecting the
variability of growth rate as a function of aspect ratio.
To obtain a particular growth rate for a specific habit at
a known temperature and ice supersaturation, the prod-
uct of the slope for this habit and the decimal ice su-
persaturation yields the growth rate under those con-
ditions; for example, the volume growth rate of a
crossed plate growing at �40�C and an ice supersatu-
ration of 30% is equal to 0.30 multiplied by 970 �m3

(s
)�1 or 290 �m3 s�1. It is interesting to note that,

from �40� to �70�C, the columnar regime, columns
have the largest average, single crystal, volume growth
rates (mass growth rates) when compared with other
habit forms, which is not the case in the platelike regime
at �30�C except at low ice supersaturation.

d. Average growth rates

A summary of maximum dimension growth rates and
habits is presented in Fig. 15, where habit examples
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FIG. 12. Growth rates of ice crystal habits at �40� and �50�C.

along with a sample of maximum linear dimension
growth rates are presented, again showing the variability
discussed in the previous section. A summary of habit
distributions is shown in Fig. 16, where it can be seen
that polycrystalline forms dominate the habit distribu-
tion under most conditions, a result confirmed by ex-
tensive atmospheric in situ observations (Heymsfield
and Knollenberg 1972; Kajikawa et al. 1980; Korolev
et al. 1999, 2000). The top part of the figure shows that
single plates were most often observed at low to mod-
erate ice supersaturation (�25%), forming a sort of front
wall to the surface in the figure.

While specific growth rates are useful for analyzing
or modeling crystal populations of specific habits, in
situ crystal populations often consist of a mix of habits,
hence growth rates averaged over habit distributions are
also of use. Average growth rates normalized to super-
saturation were calculated for low to moderate ice su-
persaturation (�5%; ‘‘lo’’ in Table 1), intermediate
(13% up to water saturation for temperatures warmer
than �40�C, or the critical supersaturation for nucle-
ation colder than �40�C; ‘‘mid’’ in Table 1), and high
supersaturation (in excess of water or the critical su-
persaturation; ‘‘hi’’ in Table 1) by weighting the nor-
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FIG. 13. Growth rates of ice crystal habits at �60� and �70�C.

malized growth rates of specific habits by the habit fre-
quency. Intermediate supersaturation results are shown
as open circles (dashed curves) in Fig. 17. Growth at
supersaturations above water saturation (for �20� to
�40�C) or the critical supersaturation for nucleation
(colder than �40�C) often exhibit some of the extreme
habits, aspect ratios, and growth rates observed. In order
to place upper limits on growth rates, the high super-
saturation results have been fitted separately (X symbols
and dotted curves) above the dashed curves representing
the intermediate supersaturation behavior.

Similarly, very low supersaturation growth results
representative of halo crystals (Bailey and Hallett 2002),
which consist of pristine plates and columns, have been
fitted separately and are shown as open squares (plates)
and horizontal bars (columns). The error bars shown
with these symbols represent the range of observed
growth values (excluding the most extreme) for the par-
ticular habit types rather than uncertainties in measured
growth rates, which are considerably smaller. The range,
once again, reflects the typical variation in aspect ratio
and its relation to growth rate. Halo crystals observed
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FIG. 14. The variability in growth characteristics of columns at
�50�C as a function of aspect ratio.

in the polar regions at the ground with pressures near
1000 mb may be expected to have larger aspect ratios
due to the effects of diffusivity (Kobayashi 1958; Gonda
1980), which yields thinner extended forms at high pres-
sure (low diffusivity) and more compact forms at lower
pressure (high diffusivity). While all the averaged rates
show some variability, it is of interest that the normal-
ized maximum dimension growth rates dD/dt of pristine
plates and columns at low supersaturation and reduced
pressures are approximately the same as those at inter-
mediate supersaturations. This is inconsistent with the
prediction of a quadratic dependence on supersaturation
for linear growth at low supersaturation predicted by
Burton et al. (1951), which would yield much lower
growth rates; however, that prediction is expected to be
valid for a growing crystal only in contact with its vapor
and not in a mixture of air and vapor or when growth

occurs by two-dimensional nucleation. Additionally, the
normalized volume (or mass) growth rates of these crys-
tals is larger than those at intermediate supersaturation,
at least for temperatures warmer than �40�C, a region
characterized by platelike polycrystals with somewhat
larger projected area growth rates. This again demon-
strates the fact that growth characteristics do not have
a simple dependence on temperature and supersaturation
but also depend on the details of crystal structure.

4. Comparison with previous laboratory results

There is very little growth data for temperatures cold-
er than �20�C with which to compare the present re-
sults, and many previous laboratory studies were done
at pressures near 1000 mb, the resulting higher pressure
and lower diffusivity affecting the aspect ratio and hence
linear dimensional and area growth rates as discussed
in the previous section. Additionally, growth rates for
crystals grown in fall tower or wind tunnel experiments
must be corrected for ventilation effects in order to com-
pare them with stationary crystals grown on substrates.
While such an in-depth comparison is beyond the scope
of this paper, reasonably good agreement can be ob-
served between the results from this study and those of
Ono (1970), Ryan et al. (1976), Yamashita et al. (1984),
and Fukuta and Takahashi (1999), as long as these fac-
tors are taken into account.

There has been speculation that substrates may per-
turb habit and/or growth due to thermal conduction ef-
fects on facets in contact with the substrate or by in-
ducing defects which stimulate layer nucleation. Nelson
and Knight (1998) in a related growth experiment spec-
ulated that contact of a crystal facet with a 10-�m-
diameter glass capillary stimulated growth since they
did not measure a critical supersaturation for growth on
such facets. They also noted that crystals usually had a
corner or vertex at the location where the capillary pen-
etrated the crystal, a characteristic observed by Kobay-
ashi (1961), in this study, and in others using filament
substrates. While corner contact might be evidence for
a substrate–crystal interaction, it may simply represent
an attempt by an ice embryo or embryonic crystal to
minimize stress due to crystallographic mismatch by
having minimal initial contact at the vertex of facets.
This situation is also likely to occur in the atmosphere
when an ice embryo forms either by deposition on an
ice nucleus or when a drop freezes heterogeneously due
to the presence of a particle where, initially, the embryo
or embryonic crystal will be smaller than the nucleus
or particle. Natural ice nuclei generally have a weak
crystallographic match with ice, and while the crystal
must eventually incorporate the particle into its bulk
form, it may experience stimulated growth due to stress
from such lattice mismatches.

Microscopic confirmation of growth stimulation at the
point of substrate contact was not possible in this study
but has been observed in epitaxial studies (Bryant et al.
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TABLE 1. Maximum linear dimension, projected area, and volume growth rates normalized to ice supersaturation (
). ‘‘Pla’’ stands for
plates, ‘‘col’’ for columns, and ‘‘asmb’’ for assemblage of plates. All other acronyms are defined in text.
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FIG. 15. Summary of habits and linear growth characteristics as a function of temperature, ice supersaturation, and air pressure. Temperature
in �C and decimal ice supersaturation (
) appear above groups of ice crystals growing under these conditions. Indicated size scales are
approximate.
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FIG. 16. Surface plot summary of habit distributions for (top)
plates, (middle) columns, and (bottom) polycrystals.

1959). However, crystals in this study at times had
smooth well-formed facets on all sides while fully in-
corporating the glass filament obliquely through their
volume, as if they were oblivious to the presence of the
filament. While the possibility of growth stimulation
from substrate contact cannot be investigated with the
current experimental method, the good agreement be-
tween habits and growth rates observed in this study in
comparison with our own fall tower (Barkey et al. 2002)
and other substrate-free experiments performed near
�20�C (Yamashita et al. 1984; Fukuta and Takahashi
1999; Bacon et al. 2003), in addition to atmospheric in
situ observations at lower temperatures, appear to in-
dicate that the substrate has a minor effect on growth
characteristics, especially when crystals are grown to

sizes that well exceed that of the substrate as is the case
in this study.

5. Comparison with atmospheric in situ
observations

The growth rates and habit results presented in section
3 represent crystals growing under conditions of con-
stant temperature and mean ice supersaturation. While
such conditions can occur in the atmosphere for limited
periods of time, crystals often experience variable
growth conditions due to sedimentation, varying up-
drafts and the inhomogeneous distribution of water va-
por. Under these conditions, crystal habit and temper-
ature may be poorly correlated. For instance, Stith et
al. (2002) sampled crystals in updraft regions of strongly
convective tropical clouds at �43�C that were almost
exclusively platelike and included stellar plates that nor-
mally grow at a temperature around �18�C. The ob-
servation of this stellar habit would appear to indicate
a very low ice supersaturation in the updraft if this habit
did originate at �18�C, otherwise, the habit should have
been substantially modified.

Liou et al. (2002) retrieved optical depths in cirrus
clouds with cloud tops at 10–11 km and cloud base as
low as 8 km using a parameterization of light scattering
by columnar crystals. Cloud systems with this range of
altitudes typically contain the habit transition near
�40�C in their upper regions resulting in crystal pop-
ulations of mixed habits with substantially different op-
tical properties. Additionally, columns and bullet ro-
settes, which fall to the platelike region at temperatures
warmer than �40�C, are modified by the change in
growth conditions, becoming increasingly hollow with
increasing temperature, further altering their optical
properties (this modification of habit has recently been
simulated in the static diffusion chamber and will be
presented elsewhere). The habit transition region near
�40�C presents a number of difficulties when compar-
ing laboratory results and atmospheric in situ obser-
vations. However, if cloud depth is limited or if con-
ditions do not vary too extensively, reasonably good
agreement is obtained as demonstrated in the following
case comparisons.

Field et al. (2001) observed crystals in an orographic
wave cloud with the Desert Research Institute (DRI)
Cloudscope (Meyers and Hallett 2001) after approxi-
mately 300 s of growth at a temperature of approxi-
mately �30�C following the measurement of water sat-
uration conditions. The particles observed ranged in size
from 50 to 125 �m. From the normalized growth rates
presented in Fig. 17 at water saturation (an ice super-
saturation of 33%), the data indicate a diameter growth
rate of 0.33 multiplied by 0.75 �m (s
)�1 for a growth
rate of 0.25 �m s�1. After 300 s this would yield an
average crystal size of about 75 �m, assuming that at
least some of the crystals nucleated by heterogeneous
nucleation when water saturation was reached as ob-
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FIG. 17. Exponential fits of average growth rates normalized to ice
supersaturation for (top) maximum dimension, (middle) maximum
projected area, and (bottom) volume. Lower dashed curve (open cir-
cles) represents results for ice supersaturation less than water satu-
ration or the critical supersaturation for nucleation, and the upper
dotted curve (crosses) is for higher values. Low ice supersaturation
growth results representative of smoothly faceted halo producing
crystals are given by open squares (pristine plates) and horizontal
bars (pristine columns). Error bars represent the range of growth
values rather than the error from the regression analysis.

served in this study. From the variance of the growth
results, a spread of sizes of 25–125 �m is expected, an
estimation that spans the observed crystal sizes. While
the crystals were not clearly resolved (P. R. Field 2002,
personal communication), they are assumed to be plate-
like polycrystals since the temperature was too warm
for columns or bullet rosettes.

The results found in aufm Kampe et al. (1951) include

atmospheric in situ observations at temperatures colder
than �25�C from the pioneering work of Weickmann
(1945) performed before World War II in addition to
laboratory results obtained from a large cold chamber
down to a temperature of �45�C. The laboratory cold
chamber results confirm the dominant platelike habit
observed between �20� and �40�C in this work. Weick-
mann observed ice crystals at the top of a cirrocumulus
cloud at �41� and at the bottom of the same cloud at
�37�C. The habits observed at cloud top were consis-
tent with laboratory results from this study at an ice
supersaturation of around 25%–40% (bullet rosettes and
columns), the same habits being observed at cloud bot-
tom, though of larger size and exhibiting some modi-
fication of habit due to fallout to a warmer platelike
regime. At times, bullet rosettes are observed in situ at
temperatures warmer than �40�C; however, since habit
is primarily a function of temperature, the results from
this study indicate that such crystals nucleated at colder
temperatures above and then were collected at lower
warmer regions due to sedimentation.

Observations at the ground also confirm the basic
platelike and columnar growth regimes identified in this
work. Ohtake and Inoue (1980) observed crystals in the
Antarctic, often precipitating from clear skies. In that
study it was found that bullet rosettes were typically
observed following the incursion of moist air aloft at
temperatures between �40� and �55�C and often co-
incided with a high cirrus or cirrostratus cloud layer
2000 to 4500 m above ground level. Complex side plane
crystals in addition to bullets and columns were ob-
served when moist upper-air at temperatures between
�30� and �45�C was present, and thin plates that grew
in the lowest 1000 m were observed at temperatures
between �22� and �28�C. These observations were es-
sentially consistent throughout a year of observations.
Similar results observed in Arctic Canada can be found
in Kajikawa et al. (1980).

Goodman et al. (1989) observed stratospheric crystals
in the Antarctic with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) ER-2 research aircraft at tem-
peratures between �72� and �78�C at altitudes between
approximately 12.5 and 17 km. The crystal observed
consisted of both well-formed and partially sublimated
columns with maximum sizes of about 80 �m. Since
needles or needle rosettes were not observed, this ap-
pears to put an upper limit on the supersaturation of
about 15%–25%. Based on the results from this study
at these ice supersaturations, a growth time of approx-
imately 50–90 min would be required to achieve crystals
of this size, a time period not inconsistent with condi-
tions observed from the aircraft. Instrument measure-
ments indicated that the air was subsaturated with re-
spect to ice during all crystal observations; however,
extensive thin cirrus was usually present both above and
at the altitude of the aircraft. All crystal sampling ad-
ditionally occurred in regions with a high probability
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of mountain wave events, allowing the possibility that
crystals were cycled through long periods of growth and
sublimation due to wave motion.

6. Conclusions

The experimental results described in this work dem-
onstrate that the complex behavior of ice crystal habit
at temperatures colder than �20�C is related not only
to temperature and supersaturation but also to the initial
nucleation process. The habit is considerably more var-
iable than that at warmer temperatures, especially in the
region between �20� and �40�C where some complex
polycrystalline forms have shapes that closely resemble
many ‘‘aggregates’’ observed in situ. In this region of
the atmosphere where mixed phase clouds are typically
encountered, nucleation and initial growth occurs at an
ice supersaturation close to water saturation, which then
diminishes as glaciation rapidly proceeds. From 0� to
�40�C and near water saturation, the habit changes from
plates (0� to �4�C) to columns/needles (�4� to �8�C)
to plate/dendrites (�12� to �18�C) to platelike poly-
crystals/plates (�18� to �40�C).

At temperatures colder than �40�C, the habit is dom-
inated by polycrystals with columnar characteristics, in-
cluding bullet rosettes, in addition to plates and col-
umns, the particular habit distribution dependent on ice
supersaturation. The ice phase alone is more likely to
be present with heterogeneous nucleation capable of ini-
tiating crystal growth at supersaturations well below
those required for homogeneous nucleation, either for
pure water drops or for supercooled solution drops,
which are sufficiently diluted. Homogeneous nucleation
of dilute solution drops sets an upper limit on the critical
supersaturation for nucleation. Growth can continue at
low ice supersaturation for extended periods of time
depending on the balance between water vapor removal
through crystal growth and vapor availability through
updraft cooling. This is the real world of cirrus crystals.

For this region of the atmosphere where the mea-
surement of temperature is accurate but that of ice su-
persaturation is unreliable, laboratory-observed habits,
distributions, and growth rates can be used to infer ap-
proximate in situ ice supersaturations and growth times,
as well as to model the growth histories under specified
conditions. The total mass growth rate in a glaciated
cloud is determined by an integral over all crystal habits
and sizes; however, the more rapidly growing habits may
dominate the area/mass and volume growth character-
istics in relation to both the ice water content and optical
extinction. With the input of knowledge concerning ice
nuclei at temperatures warmer than approximately �40�
and hygroscopic nuclei at temperatures colder than
�40�C, spectra of crystal habit, size, area, and mass
can in principle be predicted from the laboratory results
and a known updraft velocity. Since habits and habit
distributions show a supersaturation dependence, the ob-

servation of atmospheric in situ habits in comparison
with the laboratory results at known supersaturation can
likewise yield an estimate of updraft conditions. Con-
versely, at a known temperature and for an observed
crystal habit distribution, size, and concentration, a su-
persaturation inferred from the observed crystal char-
acteristics may be used to infer vertical velocity.
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APPENDIX

Glossary of Crystal Habits

This glossary contains descriptions of the crystal hab-
its observed in this study (bold) and described in the
figures of this paper with additional references to related
habit classifications designated by Magono and Lee
(1966), indicated by ‘‘M&L.’’ None of the habits are
aggregates.

Bullet rosettes. Polycrystal consisting of bullets (col-
umns) radiating from a common growth center;
bullets can be solid or hollow (sheaths) and typi-
cally are of varying lengths (M&L: C2a).

Crossed plate (cp). Polycrystal consisting of 2 to 4
side planes (half-hexagons, c axis perpendicular to
half-plane) radiating from a twin boundary struc-
ture (TBS) with specific crossing angles between
side planes; �70�, 110�, and 180�.

Dorite. Thin bladelike crystal with rounded tip, gent-
ly rippled edges, and no side branching; seen on
rare occasions in radiating assemblages of sector
plates at temperatures near the limit of the dendritic
growth regime (�17� to �19�C).

Hexagonal plates (pla). Hexagons with basal face
width (w) larger than prism face height (h). Vari-
eties include, most commonly, asymmetric or sca-
lene in shape (unequal prism edge lengths); sec-
torlike (sector plates); irregular (poorly or partially
formed, especially at low ice supersaturation and
colder than �60�C); basal faces can be smooth
surfaced, skeletal (ribbed structures), or irregular
due to layer nucleation; plate growth is categorized
in this study at times as symmetric thin (pthn),
symmetric thick (pthk), or asymmetric (pasym)
(M&L: P1a, C1g, C1h, CP3d, G2, G3).

Hexagonal columns (col). Simple hexagons with
lengths (L) greater than basal face widths (w); solid
or hollow to varying degrees (mostly hollow 	
sheaths), most often somewhat flattened (‘‘tabu-
lar’’); short, long, and very long; facets can be
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smooth or irregular (M&L: C1e, C1f, G1, N1c,
N1d, N1e).

Gohei twin. Bicrystal twin consisting of thin non-
hexagonal platelike structures emanating from a
TBS forming a chevronlike structure with a tip
angle of 77�; simple gohei twins have two platelike
components; complex forms appear as repeated,
interpenetrating, twin units; they can also appear
as component of complex assemblages of crystals.

Irregular (irreg). A generally low ice supersatura-
tion habit consisting of irregularly faceted, thick
polyhedra (often incomplete hexagons) in contact-
ing or interpenetrating combinations (M&L: I1, I4).

Irregular assemblage of plates (irreg). Modest to
high supersaturation habit (�5%); contacting or
interpenetrating combinations of plates with ran-
dom orientations; components often consist of
poorly or partially formed hexagons and/or non-
hexagonal platelike shapes (M&L: G6).

Needles. Long, thin, solid, needlelike structures, typ-
ically nonhexagonal in shape; tips can be pointed
or faceted; can appear in appear in bunches or lay-
ered stacks; needles at �60� are more smoothly
faceted compared with needles observed at �5�C,
which are often irregularly faceted and highly frac-
tured in appearance (M&L: N1a, N1b).

Overlapping parallel plate (opp). Low supersatu-
ration: combinations of at least two thick, non-
coplanar, overlapping plates (plate centers offset)
with parallel crystallographic axes that grow con-
currently from a common contact region, slightly
interpenetrating in this region. High supersatura-
tion: combinations of thin overlapping plates with
parallel crystallographic axes radiating from a thin,
irregularly shaped, platelike hub, each component
slightly interpenetrating with the hub.

Prisms. Ambiguous term describing any refracting
crystal (from thin plates to equiaxed to long col-
umns, ‘‘thin’’ and ‘‘long’’ being relative assess-
ments); term rejected by Magono and Lee.

Radiating assemblage of plates. An assemblage of
plates radiating from a common polycrystalline
growth center (M&L: G5, P7a?).

Rectangular twin. polycrystal twin with two right-
triangle-shaped, ribbed, platelike structures grow-
ing with each hypotenuse attached to a TBS, which
yields the appearance of a rectangle with a pro-
nounced diagonal line; the TBS is typically raised
in appearance with small triangular steps emanat-
ing from it; one side of each of the large component
triangles is typically thick and sometimes develops
as a scroll. Not of tetragonal crystal symmetry.

Scroll. Curled, typically six-sided sheathlike structure
that does not close on itself as a normal columnar
sheath; colder than �20�C, they typically appear
along the edges of gohei and rectangular twins in
addition to being components of spearhead crys-
tals.

Side plane type (sdpl). Polycrystals with pronounced
TBS from which one to several side planes (half-
hexagons, c axis perpendicular to half-plane) grow;
side planes can appear in both symmetric pairs and
in asymmetric pairs or singles, staggered in posi-
tions along the TBS and sometimes parallel and
overlapping with other side planes (M&L: S1; ra-
diating assemblages of side planes: S2, P7a).

Sheath. A column that is hollow for most of its
length.

Spearhead (sph). Medium to high ice supersaturation
habit; polycrystal repeating twin dominated by
growth of the TBS; some have pronounced small
to large side plane development while others are
‘‘bare’’ (shb); probably related crystallographically
to gohei and rectangular twins since they exhibit
common features.

Trigonal crystals. Crystals with apparent triangular
shape, related to the presence of stacking faults, or
hexagons with two trios of equal length sides, one
trio of sides being much shorter than the other (fac-
ets at the vertices of the ‘‘triangle’’); typically ap-
pear with low frequency (�5%).

Twin boundary structure (TBS). The microscopic
structure apparent in several types of polycrystals
and twins (gohei twins, crossed plates, side plane
types, spearheads, rectangular twins) that results
from defects at the molecular scale that constitute
a twinning plane or grain boundary (the interface
between two or more contiguous crystals that are
not exactly of the same orientation); appearances
range from a thin seam to a thick, distorted, quasi-
linear structure separating crystal components.
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